Release and Waiver of Liability
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING
I, the undersigned, hereby acknowledge that I am voluntarily participating in the “escape room” (also
referred to as “game” or “experience” or “adventure” in this document) located at Escapeworks Denver
(business entity Escapeworks Denver LLC) at 1529 Champa St. in Denver, Colorado and I accept and
assume responsibility of all risks associated with the game. I also fully attest and understand that:
1) I am of sound mind and health
2) I am mentally, emotionally, and physically able to accomplish all tasks associated with this
experience which includes but is not limited to:
a. Simulated confinement in small rooms or spaces
b. Simplistic tool use
c. Problem Solving
d. Variations in lighting and environment
e. Physical activity including but not limited to crawling, standing, walking, bending, lifting
20 lbs or less
f. Mental and Emotional Stress
3) I am knowingly and willingly being photographed and/or videotaped and give permission for
those pictures or videos used to promote Escapeworks Denver.
4) If at any time I am unable to perform the functions of the experience or determine a personal
hazard I will notify Escapeworks Denver personnel immediately.
5) I knowingly and willingly agree to assume all known and unknown risks that come with the
experience.
6) I hereby release and hold harmless Escapeworks Denver free from all and any liability including
but not limited to any liability that may result directly or indirectly from my own actions, actions
of Escapeworks Denver and its representatives, or actions from other participants. These actions
include but are not limited to actions that are deliberate, a result of misconduct, and negligence.
These liabilities include but are not limited to physical impairments or injuries, mental or
emotional trauma or stress or anything associated with such trauma or stress, or monetary loss. I
also agree to hold harmless Escapeworks Denver LLC, employees, owners, agents, officers,
lessors of building, advertisers, or investors.
7) I agree that should any part of this waiver not be enforceable, the remaining provisions will be
enforced separately and still be valid.
8) I hereby agree that on behalf of myself, heirs, partners, relatives, or representatives that they also
shall hold Escapeworks Denver harmless for any actions outlined in clause #6.
I hereby agree I have thoroughly read and understood this document giving up many legal rights. I
will assume all risks associated with this experience. I have signed this of my own accord without any
influence from another party.
_________________________________________
Printed Name
_________________________________________
Signature
_________________________________________
Date

Release and Waiver of Liability – Minor*
*Ages 16-17

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING
I, the undersigned, hereby acknowledge that I am voluntarily participating in the “escape room” (also
referred to as “game” or “experience” or “adventure” in this document) located at Escapeworks Denver
(business entity Escapeworks Denver LLC) at 1529 Champa St. in Denver, Colorado and I accept and
assume responsibility of all risks associated with the game. I also fully attest and understand that:
1) I am of sound mind and health
2) I am mentally, emotionally, and physically able to accomplish all tasks associated with this
experience which includes but is not limited to:
a. Simulated confinement in small rooms or spaces
b. Simplistic tool use
c. Problem Solving
d. Variations in lighting and environment
e. Physical activity including but not limited to crawling, standing, walking, bending, lifting
20 lbs or less
f. Mental and Emotional Stress
3) I am knowingly and willingly being photographed and/or videotaped and give permission for
those pictures or videos used to promote Escapeworks Denver.
4) If at any time I am unable to perform the functions of the experience or determine a personal
hazard I will notify Escapeworks Denver personnel immediately.
5) I knowingly and willingly agree to assume all known and unknown risks that come with the
experience.
6) I hereby release and hold harmless Escapeworks Denver free from all and any liability including
but not limited to any liability that may result directly or indirectly from my own actions, actions
of Escapeworks Denver and its representatives, or actions from other participants. These actions
include but are not limited to actions that are deliberate, a result of misconduct, and negligence.
These liabilities include but are not limited to physical impairments or injuries, mental or
emotional trauma or stress or anything associated with such trauma or stress, or monetary loss. I
also agree to hold harmless Escapeworks Denver LLC, employees, owners, agents, officers,
lessors of building, advertisers, or investors.
7) I agree that should any part of this waiver not be enforceable, the remaining provisions will be
enforced separately and still be valid.
8) I hereby agree that on behalf of myself, heirs, partners, relatives, or representatives that they also
shall hold Escapeworks Denver harmless for any actions outlined in clause #6.
I contest that I am the legal guardian for the participant listed below and on their behalf and I
hereby agree I have thoroughly read and understood this document giving up many legal rights. I
will assume all risks associated with this experience. I have signed this of my own accord without any
influence from another party.
_________________________________________
Printed Name
_________________________________________
Signature
_________________________________________
Date

____________________________________
Participant Name

Release and Waiver of Liability – Minor w/ Adult*
*15 and Younger with Guardian Present

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING
I, the undersigned, hereby acknowledge that I am voluntarily participating in the “escape room” (also
referred to as “game” or “experience” or “adventure” in this document) located at Escapeworks Denver
(business entity Escapeworks Denver LLC) at 1529 Champa St. in Denver, Colorado and I accept and
assume responsibility of all risks associated with the game. I also fully attest and understand that:
1) I am of sound mind and health
2) I am mentally, emotionally, and physically able to accomplish all tasks associated with this
experience which includes but is not limited to:
g. Simulated confinement in small rooms or spaces
h. Simplistic tool use
i. Problem Solving
j. Variations in lighting and environment
k. Physical activity including but not limited to crawling, standing, walking, bending, lifting
20 lbs or less
l. Mental and Emotional Stress
3) I am knowingly and willingly being photographed and/or videotaped and give permission for
those pictures or videos used to promote Escapeworks Denver.
4) If at any time I am unable to perform the functions of the experience or determine a personal
hazard I will notify Escapeworks Denver personnel immediately.
5) I knowingly and willingly agree to assume all known and unknown risks that come with the
experience.
6) I hereby release and hold harmless Escapeworks Denver free from all and any liability including
but not limited to any liability that may result directly or indirectly from my own actions, actions
of Escapeworks Denver and its representatives, or actions from other participants. These actions
include but are not limited to actions that are deliberate, a result of misconduct, and negligence.
These liabilities include but are not limited to physical impairments or injuries, mental or
emotional trauma or stress or anything associated with such trauma or stress, or monetary loss. I
also agree to hold harmless Escapeworks Denver LLC, employees, owners, agents, officers,
lessors of building, advertisers, or investors.
7) I agree that should any part of this waiver not be enforceable, the remaining provisions will be
enforced separately and still be valid.
8) I hereby agree that on behalf of myself, heirs, partners, relatives, or representatives that they also
shall hold Escapeworks Denver harmless for any actions outlined in clause #6.
I contest that I am the legal guardian for the participant listed below and on their behalf and I
hereby agree I have thoroughly read and understood this document giving up many legal rights. I
also agree to supervise this minor fully during the experience. I will assume all risks associated with
this experience. I have signed this of my own accord without any influence from another party.
_________________________________________
Printed Name
_________________________________________
Signature
_________________________________________
Date

____________________________________
Participant Name

